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Governor congratulates

The Governor of Arunachal Pradesh Shri JP Rajkhowa has congratulated the Arunachal Pradesh designer Nixon Bui who presented his collection ‘Urban Tribal’ at Copenhagen, Denmark.

A native of the Tagin Tribe of Arunachal Pradesh, Nixon blends the ancient tribal and the minimal Scandinavian, the old and new. The essence of the brand can be described as an urban expression of tribal energy, implementing the tribal philosophy into modern world.

His label NIXONBUI is a ready-to-wear menswear brand funded in 2014, based in Copenhagen. The collection comprises of T-Shirt, sweatshirt, hoodies, pants and caps and also pieces inspired from tribal lifestyle of the northeast region.

Conveying his gratitude to the young tribal designer from the State, the Governor said Nixon Bui is the young talent who is making the State Proud his matchless creations that are is highly applicable and wishes him continue success in his future endeavors.
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